Choose and control the way you work

Work is a series of transitions, moving from individual to team work, and from collaborative to focus work throughout the day. FrameFour® makes these transitions for the users seamless by providing a consistent ecosystem of spaces that support resident, nomadic, and meeting workstyles throughout the office environment.
Work your way
FrameFour’s unique Storage Leg supports individual workstyles and preferences. Saving space on the worksurface, and the direct access to power, makes it easier for people to quickly get comfortable and begin working.

ACCESSIBLE PRIVACY
Conveniently built into the desk, FrameFour’s integrated Storage Leg balances private storage with accessibility.

EASY ACCESS TO POWER
Power is located at the top of the Storage Leg, freeing up space on the work surface. Plugging personal devices becomes fast and easy.

MORE WORKSURFACE
The Storage Leg option on FrameFour takes belongings off the worksurface and the floor. Personal items are safely stored and work can begin without space disruption.
Support for every worker

In open plan or private office settings, FrameFour provides a homebase that supports tasks by nomadic and resident workers. The integrated Storage Leg with power outlets enables mobile workers to settle in quickly. Finally, the support for worktools enables FrameFour to be a highly ergonomic workstation.
Tailor your destination

FrameFour provides a consistent look and feel throughout the workplace. In the new office landscape customisation is key. FrameFour adapts to this need by enabling individual customisation with addition of monitor arms, lighting solutions, worktools, and privacy screens. The user’s comfort is also addressed with the height adjustable telescopic desk supporting a wide range of body sizes and providing ergonomic comfort.

SOFT EDGE
significantly reduces unhealthy pressure on forearms and reduces shoulder and neck fatigue.

INTEGRATED RAIL
supports worktools, monitor arms and lighting to expand the workspace, reduce clutter, and increase productivity.

POWER ACCESS DOOR
puts outlets within easy reach.

SLIDING TOP
provides easy access to power.

DASH LIGHT
Integrated lamp in the Storage Leg for a balanced distribution of light.

PUSH-TO-OPEN
easy access to the personal locker in the Storage Leg.
Adapted for every setting

FrameFour allows organisations to meet their changing real estate needs while supporting the diversity of work behaviours amongst their employees. The smaller desk enables greater density within a floor plan, and the Storage Leg enables workers to clear unnecessary items off the worksurface creating more usable space.

FOR THE NOMADIC ZONE
Shared individual spaces have the power to make nomadic workers feel at home while on the go. FrameFour’s integrated Storage Leg allows workers to quickly settle in and work in a comfortable space.

FOR THE RESIDENT ZONE
FrameFour in resident zones provides individual privacy at the bench while fostering connection and collaboration at the workstations. Technology, ergonomics, privacy, and storage needs are all balanced.

FOR THE MEETING ZONE
Meeting zones are supported by FrameFour conference table solutions which are available in different shapes and sizes, and offer convenient power access for creative and purposeful collaborations.
Designed for collaboration

CONFERENCE ROOM
FrameFour conference tables support informational, evaluative and generative collaboration for small and large groups from two to 14 users. FrameFour’s geometry and innovative Central Leg allow for uninterrupted movement along the whole length of the table.

MEETING ROOM
Participants at this meeting table can engage in uninterrupted group work with easy plug & play thanks to the Integrated Top Access, always located within their reach.

CREATIVE TEAM ZONE
This FrameFour collaborative space is a convenient haven for information sharing and brainstorming. Ideas can be shared quickly and easily over the wide table surface.

COLLABORATION BENCH
This shared, dynamic bench enables easy idea sharing, useful feedback, and frequent interaction. This helps build community and shared purpose. Individual belongings and power outlets are kept conveniently out of the way thanks to the Storage Leg.
Planning ideas

An ecosystem of spaces throughout the workplace

Open-plan and private spaces, benching and desking, collaborative and social areas, dedicated and shared desks: FrameFour offers application possibilities for the entire work environment.

Choose from desking, benching, collaborating or meeting settings in a wide array of modular approaches and sizes with technology support, worktools, lighting, and privacy components that integrate seamlessly with FrameFour. Now every part of the office can support workers and work styles.

The planning ideas can be found and downloaded from www.steelcase.com under the given codes.

RESIDENT ZONE

Whether working in teams, or alone, FrameFour offers desking and benching solutions for residential zones.

NOMADIC ZONE

Ideal for individuals who are transitioning throughout the day between projects and tasks.

MEETING ZONE

FrameFour’s broad statement of line supports generative, informative and evaluative collaboration.

SOCIAL ZONE

FrameFour also offers spaces to easily connect and socialise with others or complete a few tasks.
**SUSTAINABILITY**

**DESIGNING FOR THE ENVIRONMENT REQUIRES INNOVATIVE THINKING AND SOLUTIONS.**

During our products development process we consider each stage of the life cycle, from materials extraction, production, transport, use and reuse, until the end of its life. Thanks to the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) method, Steeles is quantifying Frame Four environmental impacts to set the stage for further improvements. This method, based on ISO 14040 and 14044 and selected by The European Union for environmental evaluation, allows us to quantify the environmental impact of our products throughout their whole lifecycle.

**CERTIFICATIONS**

To show continuous improvements, we communicate Frame Four environmental performance through voluntary environmental labels and declarations. Sustainability related actions and results are communicated in the annual Steeles Corporate Responsibility report.

**LIFE CYCLE**

SUSTAINABILITY

**MATERIALS**

Wood from European sustainably managed forests.

100% recycled cardboard.

**PRODUCTION**

Made by Steeles in Rosenheim, Germany.

Optimised packaging to keep transport volumes as low as possible and improve filling rates.

**TRANSPORT**

Made in Europe, close to customers.

**USE**

Designed for a long product life, with replaceable parts.

Maintenance information available upon request.

**END OF LIFE**

100% theoretically recyclable cardboard and LDPE film for packaging.

Quick and easy disassembly.

Plastic parts clearly labelled for easy sorting and effective recycling.

Designed to encourage responsible end of use strategies - refurbishing, charitable donation or recycling.

**CERTIFICATIONS**

To show continuous improvements, we communicate Frame Four environmental performance through voluntary environmental labels and declarations. Sustainability related actions and results are communicated in the annual Steeles Corporate Responsibility report.

**PRODUCT**

EPD - Environmental Product Declaration (Targeted)

PEP - Product Environmental Profile

NF Environment (Targeted)

NF Office Excellence Certifié (Targeted)

Blauer Engel RAL-ZU 38 (Targeted)

SCS Indoor Advantage™ Gold

Cradle to Cradle™ certified Bronze (Targeted)

**MATERIALS**
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